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Kashmiri is spoken by 5,420,000 people in India. Most speakers are in the 
northern most state, Jammu and Kasmir . The language spreads through the 
Himalayas and plains across country boundaries outlined below in blue. 
There are 5,640,940 speakers in the world including India, Pakistan, China, 
the United Kingdon  and United Sates.  

 
This land was historically settled 
by Indian inhabitants.  Over the 
years Muslim rulers have forced 
religious conversions. Pakistan has 
raged war on this land for the past 
70 years to gain control. The UN 
has established the borders 
colored here. They were not 
agreed upon by Pakistan, shown 
in the green, or China, shown in 
the yellow.  
 

(Wikipedia) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kashmir_map.svg


È òNamesteó is òHelloó 
È Men shake hands and link arms as a sign of friendship. 
È Women avoid touching and eye contact which is seen 

as flirting.  
È Hugging and Kissing is not appropriate outside of a 

marriage in a private home. 
È Their ears are sacred and should be treated nicely. Ruff 

touches are seen as an insult.  
È Indians run late for appointments, but this is their 

social normalcy and not considered rude.  
È They remove their shoes when entering most indoor 

locations (places of worship, homes, some shops and 
businesses).  



È Indirect eye contact is best. Prolonged eye 
contact is considered rude and inappropriate.  

È Indians will say what they think you would 
like to hear. They rather communicate in an 
indirect approach and wait for gestural cues to 
understand oneõs message.  

È They call each other over by pointing and 
using a scratching motion while their palms 
face the floor. Never wink or whistle as they 
are seen as discourteous.  

 



È The KOA, Kashmiri Overseas Organization, is 
based out of Maryland. Kashmiri Pandits practice 
Hinduism  and face hate crimes from their Pakistan 
neighbors and Muslim Indian extremists.   

È The purpose of this organization is to protect, 
preserve, and promote the ethnic and cultural 
aspects of their heritage, celebrate religious 
festivals, and assist in any way other displaced  
Kashmiri Pandits. 

È They host bi-annual camps to bring their 
community together. They have a school which 
keeps in their traditions and print Kashmiri 
literature.  


